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here are some learning journeys that a university 
dreams to o�er, and we at Westford strive to 
provide access to invaluable experiences that 

bolster our students on their way to becoming success-
ful in their chosen professions. 

It’s a fact that 88% of company directors believe skills 
such as communication, organization and commercial 
awareness are just as important and, in some cases, 
more important than the academic knowledge and 
skills associated with a graduate’s qualification. In 
other words, quite a few graduates don’t get selected as 
they lack experience and real-world knowledge of the 
industry. To help tackle this knowledge gap for our 
students and to help improve their success as they 
graduate and enter the workforce, we are excited to be 
launching the ‘Westford Mentorship Program’.

WESTFORD
MENTORSHIP
PROGRAM
LAUNCHING SOON!

Alumni mentoring programs have proven 
incredibly successful across the globe, however, 
it will be the first of its kind in the UAE. Each 
element of the program has been designed to 
build upon the skill gap presented. While the 
selected students will gain exclusive access to 
highly qualified mentors who will guide them on 
their way to success. Our carefully curated 
program will allow mentors and mentees to 
experience hassle free development and e�ec-
tive results.

Learn more about the Westford Mentorship 
program and how to register here: Mentorship 
Program | Westford University College (mywest-
ford.com)

Mentoring is a two-way journey of learning. Our 
students will be encouraged to seek information and 
guidance from their mentor, and utilize the insight 
gained from learning about their mentor’s skills, expe-
rience, and knowledge to inform decisions about their 
own future. While the mentor can expect to gain 
increased knowledge of the current job market, hear 
fresh perspectives, develop career management skills 
and an expanded professional network. As you proba-
bly already know, mentoring and developing others 
e�ectively is considered one of the key qualities of a 
successful leader. 

T

The program is a unique opportunity for 
students to connect with industry experts and 
aims to address the industry academia gap to 
create corporate ready graduates through the 
mentor-mentee relationship.

WMP



 CONNECT   To connect men-
tors-mentees coming from a wide 
range of locations, backgrounds and 
industries who have a wealth of 
knowledge to share.

 CREATE  To create mentoring 
relationships that enable students to 
overcome barriers to industry 
engagement.

 ENGAGEMENT  To ensure quality engage-
ment through a thoughtful program structure.

 COMMUNITY BUILDING  To develop a long 
term connected community of mentorship.

 EXPERIENCE  To provide support and 
guidance through the mentorship experience, 
supporting personal growth for mentors and 
mentees.

THE WESTFORD MENTORSHIP
PROGRAM MISSION

WHY BE A MENTOR?
Did you know career mentoring can result in increased knowledge 
of the current job market, confidence, and lifelong career manage-
ment skills? Mentoring is also a great way to expand your profes-
sional network.

Mentoring is a learning relationship between individuals focused 
on the mentee’s development and goals. As someone who has 
“been there before”, you will be able to assist current students in 
developing the confidence, knowledge and skills required to make 
a successful transition into industry.

Becoming a mentor has a wealth of 
personal and company benefits. We at 
Westford also understand that your 
time is precious, we value your com-
mitment to the program and our 
students. To show our appreciation to 
our most committed mentors you will 
also be able to unlock further benefits 
as a gift from us to you.

WHY BE A MENTEE?
Students are encouraged to seek information and guidance from their mentor, and utilize the insight gained 
from learning about their mentor’s skills, experience, and knowledge to inform decisions about their future.

Here are some more benefits to joining our Industry Mentoring Program:

Career guidance and advice from an industry 
professional & WUC alumni

Connect with industry and expand your 
professional network

Develop confidence communicating with 
industry professionals

Help map your career progression

Take part in professional development 
opportunities

Open further professional opportunities

Develop career management skills and 
increase employability
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WHAT DO THE MENTORS HAVE TO SAY?

Xavier Treasurer
Senior Category Specialist (Electronics Procurement)
Al Tariq LLC (Member of the EDGE Group of companies)

“I firmly believe that a mentor’s accumulated wisdom and expertise must be 
passed on to the next generation for them to amplify and do it better. As the 
famous quote by Benjamin Franklin, tell me and I forget, teach me and I may 
remember, involve me and I learn. This is the very essence of WMP. It is here 
to ensure that students are molded with proper guidance from the best in 
industry practitioners characterized by mutual respect, trust, shared values, 
and good communication to foster a culture of industry ready graduates”.

Abdul Aziz Moolla
Dealer Development Manager -
Audi Middle East

“Often the thought of doing something totally out of one’s comfort zone is met 
with many fears. These fears can be that the challenge is too big, the fear of not 
knowing what to do or the biggest of all fears which is FAILURE. The 1:1 men-
torship through WMP is the support structure that students need. We find that 
students need to be asked the right questions in which they then have the 
answers, or they need a bit of guidance, motivation, and a little helping hand in 
the right direction. As someone who has walked down that road and conquered 

some of those fears I know first-hand how mentors support students through this incredible journey”. 

Priya M Nair
Partner & CEO 
Doukani LLC

“It is easy to feel 
overwhelmed by 
the noise created 
by thought lead-
ers, self-help 
books and motiva-
tional content out 

there. 1:1 mentoring through WMP will 
ensure that students receive authentic 
and relevant guidance from mentors who 
have been there and done that - practical, 
evidence based and personalized advice”. 

Vijay Dorairajan VP
Head of Data Inte-
gration Practice, 
Evolvus Solutions Pvt 
Ltd

"Having someone to 
mentor means a 
great deal for 
students who are 
about to embark on 

their life journey and through WMP, 
students are about to get this opportunity to 
be guided by experienced mentors which 
will give them access to decades worth of 
knowledge and wisdom live from the horse’s 
mouth”. 
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Mirja Gulzar Beg
Manager-HR & 
Administration,
Eternity Technolo-
gies FZ LLC, RAK

“Mentorship 
through WMP 
serves to give back 
to society and is an 
important develop-

ment and learning experience. Teaching 
others is the best way to learn yourself. In 
the same way, mentors become more 
competent as leaders and communicators, 
as they guide and help rising talents for 
potential growth or leadership roles”.

Hamta Malkamy,
Digital Experience 
Production Partner,
Emirates

Being a part of this 
initiative will add a lot of 
value to both the mentee 
and mentor. A challenge 
I would see is managing 

time schedules as not only do I see virtual 
meet-ups important, nevertheless face to face 
meetups would add a lot of value, especially as 
there are intangible and important values such 
as trust that play a huge part in a mentor/men-
tee partnership. I hope through this program, I 
can provide the knowledge and skills for my 
mentee to do things independently, without 
having to depend on the mentor making those 
decisions.

Mohamad Amin Nassif
Regional Business Account Manager
EPSON Europe B.V.

“Since the day of birth all humans are in the cycle of learning from others, and always 
we look for an inspiration and motivation to get the next step in life. And since we all 
have been mentored by someone, WMP is opening the door to share real life experi-
ences with the next generation to get them ready for their next challenge”.

Oussama Hamana
Customer Support Manager 
at Seddiqi Holding

Mentoring is a tool that helps 
with students' transition from 
life as a new student to 
graduation, and then on to 
their full career. Therefore, I 
am happy to be part of the 

Westford mentors’ team to help students develop 
their abilities, skills, and talents by sharing my 
experience, opinions, and perspectives which could 
give them the influence and guidance that they need 
to set a direction to reach their highest potential. 
Also, it is a chance for me to be exposed to a new 
way of thinking, new ideas, new practices that 
students have learned throughout their learning 
journey.

Fahad Rahim
Senior Manager - 
ORAT
at Dubai Airports

Mentorship 
programs are 
extremely import-
ant, and valuable 
& I am honored to 
be part of West-

ford's Inaugural batch. The way I see it, it 
is about professional and personal devel-
opment whether you are the mentor or 
the mentee. From my perspective, it’s an 
opportunity to coach, teach, listen, (and) 
provide guidance.
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EXPO 2020

THE MUCH AWAITED VISIT TO
THE GREATEST SHOW
WESTFORDIANS @ EXPO 2020

t has been more than a century since London’s 
Great Exhibition of 1851 – the first World Expo that 
showed how a science and technology world 

could look like. Since then, World Expos have show-
cased life-changing inventions and cultural treasures - 
the Ei�el Tower in Paris, the Seattle Space Needle, the 
typewriter, television, and even Heinz Tomato Ketch-
up are a few examples of the things that World Expos 
have given us. The Bureau International des Exposi-
tions (BIE) is the inter-governmental organization that 
regulates and oversees World Expos, preserving the 
core values of education, innovation, and cooperation. 
The last Expo was held in Milan in 2015, its theme being 
- ‘Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life. 

Dubai opened the gates of Expo 2020 in October to a world still reeling from the pandemic. The futuristic extrava-
ganza with individual pavilions felt like an entire city, built on what were once rolling dunes on Dubai’s southern 
edges. Rising from the desert on the outskirts of the UAE’s financial capital is a new city twice the size of Monaco, 
and in less than 40 weeks, Expo 2020 is indeed a "Middle East Miracle". At the heart of the venue is Al Wasl Plaza, 
with a translucent dome among fountains, waterfalls, and palm-lined courtyards. Historically, Dubai was called Al 
Wasl, or the “Connection”, because it connected people from all over the region.

I

The exhibition celebrates innovation and ingenuity in keeping with the major theme of ‘Connecting Minds, 
Creating the Future’, alongside sub-themes of ‘Opportunity’, ‘Mobility’ and ‘Sustainability’. Dubai Expo 2020 is 
expecting to attract at least 25 million visitors during its six-month run, with 70% of those coming from outside 
the Emirates. It serves as an excellent opportunity for people to connect from di�erent corners of the world, to 
experience the best of art, culture, geography, science, technology, innovation, and invention, and to set into 
motion millions of new thoughts and ideas that will make a lasting impact in our lives. Throughout its history, 
the UAE has shown the world what is possible through its remarkable development. With Expo 2020, Dubai has 
taken yet another step further in inspiring the next generation to spark innovations that will underline the next 
50 years of human progress.
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EXPO 2020

Inspired by a ring found at the Saroug Al Hadeed 
archaeological site, the Expo 2020 logo bearing 
its theme is truly a celebration of human 
brilliance and achievement. An international 
event in terms of size, scale, duration, and 
visitor numbers enables the development of 
innovative businesses in the UAE. It also focuses 
on the power of youth to unlock the potential of 
one of the world’s youngest and fastest-growing 
populations.

The Expo also seeks to address issues in health-
care and digital connectivity, which have grown 
in importance this year. At least 80% of the site 
will also be repurposed after the event into 
districts focused on technology and innovation, 
with planners seeking to avoid the wasteful and 
expensive mistakes of Expo events in the past. 
The Expo School Programme has been engaging 
with students from around the country creating 
a meaningful and sustainable legacy that can be 
carried forward for generations to come, in the 
UAE, the region, and beyond.

An extremely engaging and educational experience await-
ed our students from Westford at Expo 2020 Dubai’s 
Visitor Centre. Students were encouraged to explore 
specially curated content and learn what to expect in 2020

Hands-on, fun, and informative activities were created to inspire people's imaginations. Designed to 
complement students’ learning across multiple age groups, the specially curated Visitor Centre o�ered 
a glimpse of what to expect at Expo 2020, while also exploring the legacy of World Expos and the 
world-changing innovations that have been revealed during the series’ 167-year history. The Expo 
School Programme o�ered a range of initiatives and resources designed to enable students to learn 
about Expo 2020 Dubai’s impact and global vision, as part of its commitment to contribute to education 
in the UAE. 

First, the Sustainability District threw light on the 
various e�orts being taken to preserve our environ-
ment and co-exist harmoniously.

The Mobility District, on the other hand, illustrated 
ways to bridge the gap between the physical and 
digital worlds showcasing the latest advancements in 
mobility — from autonomous vehicles to space 
travel.

The third component of the triad — the Opportunity 
District introduced the changemakers who are 
making a di�erence whilst encouraging ideation, 
collaboration, and an exchange of ideas. 

At the heart of the Expo 2020 site was the Al Wasl 
Plaza – the focal point for the celebrations over six 
months.
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Expo 2020 Dubai continues this history with 
a promise to hold an inclusive and global 
event with more than 200 participants from 
around the world – from unlocking develop-
ment opportunities for the next generation to 
reimagining how people move and connect, 
to finding sustainable solutions around 
energy and water. Today, innovations are 
being created that, five years ago, would have 
been unimaginable. The engines of growth 
are no longer steam-powered. Instead, 
collaboration and partnership have taken 
their place, becoming the driving force 
behind new developments. The event show-
cases and explores what is possible when 
new ideas and people connect.

Maria Khan
BSc (Hons) Business 
Psychology with Human 
Resource Management, 
LJMU

We got to visit many 
pavilions and understand 
how things work in di�er-
ent countries, giving us an 

idea of what we could be doing in the future. We 
explored the "Opportunity District" and learned 
about various cultures and how they found new 
ways to bring their dreams to life. That was very 
inspiring for us undergraduates because not only 
did we explore and enjoy our time there, but we 
also had the opportunity to get inspired by others’ 
stories and make our study and career lives 
successful.

Keerthana Sankaran
BSc (Hons) Business Psychol-
ogy with Human Resource 
Management, LJMU

As a group of young adults, we 
had a lot of fun at the expo. 
Our trip started around 10 am 
and the fun began the 
moment we stepped onto the 

bus. We were excited, picked our most comfy shoes, 
and enjoyed the entire day with our friends.
 Expo passports marked the beginning of the day and 
long walks with our tour guides and their lesson made 
up the first half of our time. Pavilion after Pavilion, 
learning the beauty of each country as we pass by, 
leading us to the realization that the world is just 
more than the walls that surround us.  

Angelene Mathew
BA (Hons) Business with International Business Management, LJMU

Expo 2020 was mind-boggling, to say the least. From the grand entryway with 
flags of countries displayed as a symbol of union to the individual pavilions that 
had exceptional features to immerse oneself in, we were thoroughly impressed. 
Our tour guide gave us an insight into the Expo and its key standpoints such as 
sustainability, opportunity, etc. 

As students, the pavilions gave us an enriching experience. Whether it was 
dipping our feet into the cold water of the fountain or simply jumping into the ball pit in Hungary, we 
enjoyed ourselves to the brim. Thank you, Westford, for this opportunity to explore Expo 2020!

EXPO 2020
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 brand-new journal is a huge 
undertaking, especially if it 
intends to publish high-quality 

articles. Additionally, although most 
students devote their time to studying 
DBA and MBA programs, very few 
devote time to researching related 
issues. In spite of these obstacles, the 
journal is dedicated to publishing 
peer-reviewed, high-quality articles 
related to DBA and MBA studies and 
their respective dissertations.  

This journal is an open access online, 
double-blind peer-reviewed that has 
bi-annual research publications. The 
inaugural manuscripts cover topics 
such as online and contactless food 
delivery, blockchains, the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution, emotional 
intelligence, financial risk manage-
ment, job satisfaction, the impact of 
HSE, etc. The journal has been 
launched during the ongoing pandem-
ic Covid 19 which means it will also 
include relevant research articles 
discussing the opportunities and chal-
lenges posed by it.

THE WESTFORD
RESEARCH JOURNAL
‘CREATING OPPORTUNITIES
FOR INNOVATION AND EXPLORATION’

The success of the journal is directly related to the number of top-quality articles submitted for 
review. We, therefore, invite all our students and their colleagues to contribute high-quality manu-
scripts for review. As part of our review process, we provide mentoring to our potential authors, 
regardless of whether their work is accepted or not. The WUCRJ provides authors with high-quali-
ty, useful reviews tailored to help them improve their submissions. Research papers can be submit-
ted by anyone a�liated with Westford University College through the WUC Research Journal's 
o�cial website.

A

WESTFORD RESEARCH JOURNAL



Kakkassery Hamza Tariqali
MBA - UCAM

“I will forever be grateful to destiny for introducing me to Westford University 
College and providing me with the opportunity to restart my education and 
complete my MBA in the last academic year. Among numerous eminent acade-
micians, I am delighted to be introduced to Dr. Raman Subramanian, under 
whose co-authorship and guidance I completed a meaningful paper, “Financial 
Risk Management in Dubai-based SMEs – A Case Study of a Contracting 
Company.” It was published in the esteemed Westford Research Journal last 
month. This is my first publication, and I was guided step by step through the 

entire process, and I had an excellent experience. I would like to express my appreciation for Dr. Liza 
Gernal for editing and preparing my manuscript for publication. Apart from that, I am impressed by 
the professionalism and sincerity demonstrated by the entire publication team. I am indeed interested 
in publishing my future works in the Westford Research Journal and look forward to interactions with 
the WUC journal team in future.”

Daniel Adesanya
MBA - UCAM

"My experience of 
writing a thesis at 
Westford is indeed 
a memorable one.
 
I had the opportu-
nity to carry out 
research on the 

topic ‘Impact of Employee Health and 
Safety Guidelines on Workers' Perfor-
mance’ which at first seemed challenging, 
but I decided to test the waters; where I 
found fulfillment in purpose and in a way 
made my little impact along the line of 
this literature.

The successful execution of my research 
work is also attributed to the great deal of 
guidance and support in which I received 
from my research supervisor and the rest 
of the Westford team, which resulted in 
its publication. 

This is an experience I would relive 
always through my career path.”

Behrang Ravari
DBA - UCAM

It is an honor to be 
part of the first 
Westford Research 
Journal and it is 
exciting to be pub-
lished and contribute 
to academic research 

at this level. It is also an absolute pleasure 
and privilege to be part of the 1st DBA 
cohort of the Westford University. The 
writing and research process is challenging 
but allowed me to review literature in a 
more critical way which was highly benefi-
cial to my entire learning process. The 
greatest challenge was definitely the time 
management, it has not always been easy to 
ensure not to miss out on work and family 
related duties and responsibilities. Special 
thanks to my supervisor who has provided 
me with invaluable feedback and has 
continuously guided me throughout the 
entire development of my dissertation and 
article.  

Thank you Westford Team for the incredible 
level of support.
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ENHANCING KNOWLEDGE CAPITAL AND VALUE
DELIVERY MECHANISMS TO MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDERS

Our programmes on both postgraduate and doctoral 
levels engage with relevant practice fields and 
industry through placements, guest lectures, collab-
orative projects, etc. In line with our strategic goal, 
we will work with students and researchers across 
all programmes develop skills that enable them to 
engage with the public, industry, policy, or practice 
as appropriate to their field of study. 

Way Forward in 2022, we at Westford will strive to 
put our focused team e�orts to intensify Knowledge 
Exchange activities by working closely with collabo-
rative partners with definite agenda to promote 
joint research activities and publishing of research 
papers to enhance the visibility of our research 
outputs and expertise through our Westford 
Research Journal. 

The above initiatives will help us better value deliv-
ery to our students, researchers, and other stake-
holders. 

WESTFORD'S FORAY INTO
ACADEMIC COLLABORATIONS

estford's recent foray into forging academic 
and research collaborations with various 
reputed universities across the globe high-

lights the importance and significance of the collabo-
rative partnership for knowledge exchange in the field 
of higher education and research. 

The rationale behind the above move is centred around 
institution-building through synergistic e�orts of 
sharing knowledge through research and academic 
exchanges, working on some mutually productive and 
beneficial projects. This kind of collaborative partner-
ship holds the key to enhancing the knowledge capital 
of the organisation and reputational quotient to inter-
nal and external stakeholders 

The strategic goal of Westford towards knowledge 
exchange through academic collaborations is to 
explore and develop new paths of relating or linking 
Knowledge exchanges with teaching/learning to 
enhance the student experience and relevance of our 
programme at postgraduate and doctoral level. 

W
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hoosing a university for admission is 
a di�cult task, and research should 
always be done before making a final 

decision about where to apply. Quite often, 
you will have a number of universities 
around you to choose from, but the key ques-
tion is which one is right for you or that fits 
well with your needs. Open days can be quite 
helpful in helping you select the right 
program. We at Westford understand the 
concerns students may have when choosing a 
postgraduate program, which is why we 
provide you with a platform to directly 
address all the queries associated with the 
various programs we o�er from global 
universities.

Canterbury Christ Church University (CCCU) 
and Westford University College had sched-
uled an open day for the MBA International 
Program on the 14th of January 2022. The 
CCCU Director of Partnerships, Dr Lorna 
Thomas, spoke with the students about the 
university, its rich education legacy, its teaching practices, its programs, and their interests, as well as the 
resources it o�ers. Chima Franklin Nzeakor, an MBA International student, shared his experiences and personal 
journey from being a science student to a professional in business management, which influenced the students' 
expectations for the program.

The MBA International o�ers 180 credits over a year and has 3 intakes per year ( Jan, May, and Sep). The program 
is carefully designed to ensure learners gain an international perspective and can apply their knowledge and 
skills regardless of where they live. For more information on HND Level 5 (Business) and CCCU programs please 
email info@westford.org.uk

OPEN DAY
CANTERBURY CHRIST CHURCH
UNIVERSITY  VIRTUAL TOUR

"I came into this program having studied pure and applied Physics at my under-
graduate level. It was evidently a sharp contrast and I had serious apprehensions, 
however, thanks to Canterbury Christ Church University's MBA team that has 
made the navigation of this program less intimidating. The rich and insightful mod-
ules and the highly qualified faculties have helped me in approaching the topics and 
discourses from unique and diverse perspectives. I am confident that this program 
will help me gain relevant skills required to be more competitive in my career.”

- Chima Franklin Nzeakor
MBA International, Canterbury Christ Church University (CCCU)

C

OPEN DAY
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LA RECONNAISSANCE 2021

n 19th December 2021, the grand 
annual event- La Reconnaissance- 
kicked o� virtually to celebrate the 

achievements and accomplishments of 
Westfordians for the year 2021. The host 
Ms. Charvi Bhatt opened the event at 6 pm 
with a promo video and welcomed all 
participants, well-wishers, guests, and 
students across other portfolios.

An e-copy of the certificate was given to 
the awardees through email which was 
seen being shared across social media 
platforms.

The highlight on portfolios and award 
categories were announced by Charvi 
followed by the announcements of awards 
by Dr. Mohamed Ashmel for the Higher 
National Diploma Online Batch.

O

A TIME TO CELEBRATE OUR STUDENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
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WESTFORD ECO CLUB

This club will consist of a 
maximum of 20 students who 
will organize and participate in 
campaigns, competitions, 
seminars, and any other 
eco-friendly activities. There-
fore, membership is available on 
a first-come, first-serve basis. 

A tree planting initiative with 
the Emirates Environmental 
Group (EEG) was the first event 
organized by the Eco-Club on 
the 15th of December 2021. 250 
Westfordians along with West-
ford employees planted trees 
and pledged to nurture and 
protect the environment. This 
club will also encourage our 
students to be involved in 
environmental initiatives, plant 
more trees in the UAE and 
globally, and be a part of the 
bright and green future we all 
desire.

Change begins with you!

WESTFORD PROUDLY
LAUNCHES ITS BRAND
NEW ‘ECO CLUB’

ustainability is becoming a growing concern for everyone, everywhere, so protecting our envi-
ronment should be a top priority! Students at every level must understand the value of 'living 
sustainably' because their attitudes and behaviours will shape the future.

Westford is extremely proud to announce the launch of its very own ‘Eco Club’ that will be run by 
Westford Eco-Champions. We are inviting all interested students to join the club to avail the opportu-
nity to share ideas and create solutions through various environmentally friendly initiatives. The club 
members will create eco-consciousness on campus and outside through various activities and cam-
paigns. A key objective of the eco-club is to align its practices with those of the Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals, 2030, as outlined by the United Nations.

S

Let’s
Transform
the World
Together 
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STUDENT VOICE

How would you describe the college atmosphere? 

Comfortable and welcoming and it's the people of the university that makes this possible. It was easy to find 
people that are unique, open-minded, and always ready to take risks. You can feel that Westford really does 
support and encourage students to pursue their passion. Consequently, creating this very lively and optimis-
tic atmosphere.

How has your learning experience been so far?

No class experience has been the same, there was always something new and unexpected to learn, not just 
about theories but also real-life di�culties shared by both professors and students. All the professors have 
their own unique way of teaching. I've met amazing people in class and especially in the Toastmasters club!

Izza Gaile Manabat

BA (Hons) in Business
with Finance - LJMU

hy did you choose to study at Westford university 
college?

My first impression of the university gave me enough 
reason to decide. From the welcoming atmosphere, the well-
ness of its faculties, sta�, accessibility, credibility in being one 
of the best business schools and constant attempt to diversify 
the student experiences through various well-meaning events. 
Westford University College overall looked warm and welcom-
ing.

What activities in the classroom do you enjoy the most?

Collaborative group work which allows the students to gain 
new perspectives and interactive learning experiences in an 
informal environment. There are also so many events which 
happen every month and I was so excited and on joining and 
making sure I will not miss anything.

How is Westford di�erent from the other universities?

The open communication and close interactions between the 
faculties and students. Westford is always ready to expand the 
student experience in various fields through WE Cares, We 
Connect and other business, art, and fashion related events.

W

WESTFORD IS A PLACE OF 
“LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES”
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CREATIVE CORNER

Toes on the moist grass
sweeping across the field,
While a hundred butterflies
Rush around in a reel.

I outstretch my hand,
And make a gentle swing,
my aim has been in vain
as she will never give in.

It is she the one who reigns
above the rest of her kind,
she is an elusive grail
That I am yet to find.

In a final leap of faith
I arc my hands into a nest,
and as I let them rest
she lands upon my palm.

Nonchalant and calm
Her beauty, beyond divine,
Fate has quenched my greed
Yet, I am oblivious, idle, and 
blind.

This lesson moved on to other areas of my life. I have always consid-
ered myself as a generalist more than a specialist. For this reason, I 
cannot bedazzle you with Shakespearean pieces or paintings worthy 
of a spot in Louvre but, perhaps, I can touch your heart. We can sing 
campfire songs over chips and salsa or have a riddle battle if that is 
even a thing. Needless is to say that you do not need to follow my free 
and disorderly spirit. However, I hope that you, like me, can find your 
way of expression.

peaking about my passions is not an easy task. Not because I don't 
have any, but because I have plenty. However, if there is one passion 
that has remained constant through time is art. I love drawing, 

music, and writing poems. In the summer of 2016, I started a journal. 
Here, I would describe my life experiences and personal opinions through 
poems, essays, and stories. In the beginning, I was reluctant to share them 
since I had recently started learning English. My teachers dissuaded me 
from continuing the course due to my weak vocabulary and grammar. But 
the hunger for self-expression kept the flame inside me alive. From a 
young age, I have enjoyed reading articles about psychology, science, and 
history. That habit built up over the years and, after a certain point, I 
started writing my own. There would be at least one monthly entry in my 
diary and my ever-blooming love for languages allowed for an e�ortless 
and inhibited flow of words. My best friend and I shared the same interest 
in writing and, despite our teach-
ers’ demands on using top-tier 
vocabulary, we stayed committed to 
our style. One of our tasks involved 
a book discussion where I came 
across the masterpiece; “The 
Alchemist”. The book spoke about 
how important it is to enjoy the 
little things as they come instead of 
obsessing over a particular end 
goal. I may have taken this theory 
too seriously since I certainly 
enjoyed the book, but never 
finished reading it. Nonetheless, 
this book helped me find beauty in 
simplicity. After completing my 
course, I realized that writing is 
more about connecting with the 
audience, it is about finding a 
common isle between you and the 
reader through relatability and 
preciseness of expression.

One of my poems

DIGITAL ARTWORK USING
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR

Gabriela A. Bruno

BA (Hons) Business
with International
Business Management,
LJMU

S

ART & POEM
“TIMELESS FORMS OF EXPRESSION”
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WHY AN MBA?
I had more than 14 years of professional experience and 
was seeking further professional and personal growth 
and felt an MBA would be the perfect vehicle! Apparent-
ly, I was in a dilemma whether I should go ahead with 
MBA or not, whether I would get a return of my invest-
ment? But I made up my mind and gave a serious 
thought on what I would gain?  It was quite possible that 
there might not be an immediate financial return, but 
personal and professional development eventually will 
surely push me towards success. Therefore, I moved 
forward with my application.

My personal experience pursuing an 
MBA with Cardi� Metropolitan 
University at Westford was excellent. 
Apart from knowledge I gained 
studying with amazing classmates 
from di�erent nationalities and 
di�erent professional and cultural 
backgrounds, the support from the 
university and professors were 
appreciable all along my journey. 
Hence, my learning experience was 
enriched with several non-tangible 
benefits and added extra miles to my 
journey. Last but not the least, in this 
journey I gained a huge professional 
network.

Personally, I would recommend if you 
are ready to challenge yourself and 
willing to work hard for your future, 
never hesitate to enrich yourself with 
further education and remember that 
the rewards are many not just limited 
to financial gains!

MY WESTFORD JOURNEY
REFLECTIONS OF AN MBA GRADUATE

WHY WAS IT
GREAT?

FINAL
THOUGHTS

Arrojit Sikder
MBA - CMU  |  Class of 2021

he MBA journey is a long and challenging one with, almost always, no ultimate destination. The 
journey often starts with a vision, a goal, to study the course at a top B-school, to learn from the 
best faculty, to collaborate and compete with the most talented bunch of peers, and to land a 

career at a top-notch organization or professional upgradation. This is followed by dedicated prepara-
tion which demands metal and economical commitment. It took me several years of deliberating 
before I finally took my decision and started my Master of Business Administration (MBA) with Cardi� 
Metropolitan University UK, at Westford University College. However, after 1.5 years of my MBA jour-
ney, with pleasure I can announce that I took a right decision although the journey was a tough one.

T

ALUMNI DIASPORA
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n Wednesday 22nd December our fashion students completed their latest garment designs and headed 
to a treasure trove of fabrics and trimmings to get a real world lesson in fabrics, fibres and suitable 
selection. The students went in search of fabrics to make their first constructed garment for their 

‘Pattern Cutting & Garment Making’ module. 

Their mission was to understand how their choice of fabric will e�ect their final made garment. Did they want 
their garment to have a good drape? Be made from expensive luxurious fabrics? Be light or heavy in weight? Be 
knitted or woven? Could they colour match to their inspired design concepts? Sometimes the best learning 
happens outside the classroom and a trip like this is a shining example of that. 

The fashion students now have their fabrics 
ready for making their designs, next stop: the 
cat walk!

Liyana: On 22nd December, we fashion students 
along with our pro�essor, Miss Victoria, visited 
several fabric shops in Sharjah for the purchase 
of materials for our ‘Pattern Cutting & 
Garment Making’ Module. The trip gave us an 
insight to the variety of fabrics available in the 
market and its price ranges. We were able to 
select and purchase fabrics and trimmings best 
suited for our individual designs.

Zaheema: It was an amazing experience visiting 
the fabric shops! Getting to know what all the 
fabrics actually look and feel like & finding the 
the best fabric for the outfits we designed was 
like a treasure hunt! It was super fun and 
informative.

FASHION DESIGNERS
INCOMING!

O

FASHION DESK
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MEDIA RECOMMENDATION

piderman no way home is an experience that marvel and Spiderman fans will 
remember for a very long time. The cast, the plot, and the “the sinister six” 
villains were just perfect. It is the most awaited movie of the year 2021 and a 

movie whose story and the plot were hidden to make it the ultimate experience for 
fans. To see the live-action spider-verse which brings back the spidermen from 
di�erent universes was super cool!

Far from home’s plot is continued from the previous part where Mysterio reveals spiderman's identity and frames 
him for murder. He has no hope because he is arrested and has no proof of his innocence. The fun part is when 
they contact a lawyer, it is none other than Daredevil. But as he goes to doctor strange to do a spell that makes 
everyone forget his identity, he realizes that everyone including MJ, Ned, Aunt May, and happy hogan would not 
remember him. The spell goes wrong because he wanted them to remember him, but it tampers with the stability 
of the space-time continuum. This results in villains from other realities entering their universe and peter want-
ing to give them a second chance at life. But soon after, green goblin attacks spiderman which results in Aunt May's 
death. That’s when the other spidermen are brought by Ned and MJ to cure the enemies.

The end of the movie is what gets everyone emotional as the only way to send everyone back to their timeline 
is by casting a spell that will make everyone forget spiderman's identity. Although, as in every Marvel movie, 
there's a tease after the credit scene which I'm not going to spoil for anyone, you've got to see it for yourself.

The movie shows the struggle and hardship of a hero who must sacrifice everything to save the people he 
loves. The movie was a real treat for fans especially those who have been waiting a long time to see the 
live-action spider verse in cinema. The movie has a whopping 96% tomato score. If you haven't watched it 
already, make sure to go watch it soon!

Mahawish Junaiduddin

B.Sc in Business
Management,

CCCU

SPIDER-MAN
NO WAY HOME
S
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WELCOME ONBOARD

NEW WESTFORDIANS
ON THE BLOCK

EDITORIAL  BOARD MEMBERS 

Libin Mathew Meera Ravindran Ryan Garcia Divya Nair Raya Yamazaki

CONTENT MANAGEMENT TEAM 

Sahar Salim

Sakeena Mohammad
Content Editor

Hanil Haridas
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Sufia Munir
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Ms. Sulail Fatima
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Mantra @ Work     :

Quote you live by  :

Creative Vent         :

"You can find an excuse, or you can
find a way"

"This too shall pass"

Painting, Baking, Drawing & Sketching


